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55 - Three Provinces
This hike departs from the far north of the province of Madrid, from the Puerto de Somosierra,
where the A-1 at 1,444 meter makes it pass-through to the province of Segovia. The route runs
to the Pico Tres Provincias, which owes its name to the fact that it is the frontier between the
three provinces of Madrid, Segovia and Guadalajara. It is a flat peak that gives a beautiful
view on the mountains of Guadalajara and the Sierra Norte of Madrid. On the way back we
can optionally visit the waterfalls of the Chorrera de los Litueros.
From the church (1) we walk a bit further along the N-1 to the Puerto de Somosierra, until
the gas station (2). Behind the gas station we enter a dirt road at the right and go over a
cattle grid. Straight behind this cattle grid at the junction we turn right, onto a road that
initially is paved.
We stay on this partially paved, partially unpaved road and ignore various side-trails. Just
above 1,600 metres we get at a Y-junction (3) were we turn left, further uphill. Further on at
a Y-junction (4) we keep right, further uphill and then follow the bend to the right.
At about 1,700 metres we reach a T-junction (5) where we turn left. We now walk quite
some time horizontally and reach a Y-junction (6) where from the left a trail joins. We stay
on the right here and stay on our trail.
We keep following this trail for a while and cross a small stream. At a few bends (7) we
need to go right without a trail uphill against the slope, finding our way towards the crest.
Once on this crest (8), just below 2,000 metres, we reach a dirt road, go left and can see two
peaks in front of us.
We stay on this road until we just past the bend reach the highest point of this road (9). We
now turn right towards a pile of stones. Behind it we can quickly see the peak of the Pico
Tres Provincias and without too much effort we walk towards it.
From this peak (10) we take the way back, keeping slightly more to the right following a
track. This will bring us back to the dirt road (11) where we turn right and immediately start
a heavy descent.
We eventually reach another path (12) where we turn left. We follow this path quite some
time until at about 1,700 metres we encounter a cable with behind it a fork (13), where we
turn right.
We follow this trail for a while, go over another cable and continue a short stretch until we
turn left onto a trail (14) that lies at right angles with our trail and runs downhill. We now
go through a gate and walk further downhill, parallel to the A-1.
We walk a while on this trail and go over a brooklet (15). Here we can optionally turn left
towards the waterfalls of the Chorrera de los Litueros. When we continue straight on we
eventually reach the old N-1 (16), where we turn left and then walk back to Somosierra.

Fact Sheet
Duration: 4:30 hrs.
Distance: 17 km
Route type: Circular route
Path type: Wide mountain trails, partially
without trail
Marking: None
Total difference in altitude: 800 m.
Highest point: 2,129 m.
Difficulty: Medium (5/14)

How to get there?
From Madrid take the A-1 in the direction
Burgos and leave at exit 91 to Somosierra.
Now follow the old N-1 until the village and
park the car next to the church.

GPS Coordinates:
Latitude: N 41 07.965
Longitude: W 3 34.862
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